Abstrors-A theory is presented for the analysis of multielement I. INTRODUCTION antennas which consist of interconected, conductive structure elements of electrically small dimensions. The theory is based on the N ANTENNA which consists of a number of interconretarded electromagnetic potentials which permit a diakoptic ap-'nected conductive structure elements of electrically small proach to the problem. The antenns Is broken up into its Individual dimensions is shown in Fig. 1 . This multielement design was structure elements. Each element Is assumed to be excited by currents chosen to obtain a broad-band highly efficient antenna of which are Impressed at its terminals, I.e., junctions with adjacent relatively low profile I l I.
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with a current I impressed at the terminal, i.e., contact area VSWR in the center of the plate (Fig. 3) . The contact area u is con-0 Isidered very small compared with the surface of the element.
, _,r_
Excitation by an impressed current cannot be treated with 2 0 Maxwell's equations, because Maxwell's equations imply 00 O00 O0 0U 00 00 00 O 0 0 o sources which separate positive and negative charges. In _1 1 contrast, impressed currents require sources which produce charges. The regarded electromagnetic potentials do not 400 500 600 700 00 900 WOC ---Mz impose any conditions on the source and therefore, can be used for our problem.
Figl. 1. Broad-band multielement antenna.
If 1(F) is the surface current density and q(F) the surface charge density due to the impressed current I, the retarded potentials are of the element and the location of the terminal. There are as G(, r') =-7 k = 2ff/> many dominant current distributions as there are terminals.
-r' The relationship between the scalar potentials at the terminals, where F' is the position vector of the charges and currents produced by the dominant current distributions, and the on the surface elements dS, and F is the point of observation. impressed currents is formulated by the "intrinsic impedance The quantities 7() and q(F) must satisfy the following two matrix" of the element. eq Field coupling excites scatter currents which are super-aeuations on the surfae of the element outside the contact imposed on the dominant current distributions. The scalar area a: potentials at the terminals due to field coupling depend on all -the impressed currents. Their relationships with the impressed EQ) X d9 = -
currents are formulated by a "field-coupling" matrix. Intrinsic -0 b condition) (3) j impedance and "field-coupling" matrices, when combined, form the "complete impeqance matrix" of the diakopted 7 +,.t -,~.
antenna. This "complete impedance matrix" relates the total J •i(F) +/j0q(F) = 0 (continuity condition). (4) scalar potentials to all the impressed currents.
Interconnection of the structure elements, which requires The condition that current flux through the boundary curv"?* equal scalar potentials at the interconnected terminals and C1 of the contact area is the continuation of the imprfse continuity of the junction currents, is formulated by an inter-current I can be stated as connection matrix. In this manner a system of linear equations is obtained which yields the junction currents and the
input impedance of the antenna.
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CURRENT COUPLING BETWEEN STRUCTURE ELEMENTS
where (F) is a unit vector tangential to the surface S and normal to r. The current and charge distributions R(f) and A4. Structure Elements with One Terminal q(9) due to the impressed current I are termed as "dominant"
Consider one of the capacitor plates of the dipole in Fig. 2 distributions since the currents due to field coupling between !separated from the other elements and suspended in space the elements are, in general, relatively small. From the bound- and is not quite obvious. It is brought about by the fact that The surface of integration S is the surface of the element with an impressed current produces a charge on the element withthe exclusion of the contact area. Using the relations out a countercharge, in contrast to a Maxwell source. If the scalar potential is expanded in a power series in w one obtains
and applying Gauss's theorem one obtains from The first term of this expansion is the static potential of the =-"(-( ()d5 charges. The second term which is independent of i represents a potential, termed "background" potential 00, which is uniform in space and has no gradient. This means that 0o
(8) does not produce a field. It is this background potential which r produces the -30 fl term in (11). When the element which we assumed to be suspended in space is within the antenna If the contact area o is sufficiently small 0 can be considered structure, the background potential is compensated because constant within the contact area and on r. Thus with (5), the total of the combined charges on all the other elements is (8) reduces to equal, but opposite in sign, to the charge of the considered element. The background potential can be avoided if the re-S i=tarded scalar potential is redefined as a modified potential 4: jt,.
[IF)-a(F) +I Q()q(i)] dS = 41
(9) S-0 (,)qr)dS (12) where 0 is the scalar potential at the contact area.
-4ire
The ratio between b and I can be used to define an impedance which shall be termed "intrinsic impedance." If A where and 40 are expressed by the current and charge distribution, the intrinsic impedance of the element is e 1(13
This modified scalar potential will be used throughout the * / fpaper.
It is preferred over the conventional potential 0 since it 
1(ir)
When the intrinsic impedance is computed with (10) for 
R L
essentially of the image charge --Q. As a result a charge +Q is distributed over the surface area of the structure element be-* cause the net charge on the element must be zero. Under cer-C * tain conditions charge excitation has certain practical advantages in the calculation of the dominant current distribution. _ _,, The intrinsic impedance Z of an element with one terminal Fig. 5 . Low frequency equvala circuit for s temMad IMMctsu can be represented by a lumped-element circuit as shown in dit. Fig. 5 . For low frequencies, i.e., when the dimensions of the element are small compared with the wavelength, C and L canT be considered constant, while R increases proportionately with
be.
(6Fig. 6. Smtuctureermet with two termials.
Z = + jW L + R(W2). (16)

B. Structure Elements with Two or More Terminals
lI" 112
ZW" 112
A structure element with two terminals such as the cylin-....... .
drical conductors of Fig. 2 has two dominant current distri-
Tz"
butions; one associated with each of the independently im-TZ12 pressed terminal currents (Fig. 6 ). Each dominant current Fig. 7 . Equivalent circuit for iw,-terminal structure element. distribution produces a scalar potential at both contact areas.
If 411 and 421 aresthe potentials at the terminals I and 2 calar potentials, respectively. Equation (20) is derived in due to I,, and $12, 4122 those due to/.2, then the relationship Appendix 11. The symmetry of the intrinsic-impedance matrix between the total potentials $1 and $2 at the terminals and Zik = Zk, is evident from (20). In Appendix I it is shown that the impressed currents can be written as (20) is a stationary representation of the impedance matrix elements. $1 = $11 + $l 2 = ZI tI + ZI 212
A lumped-element equivalent circuit for a structure element with two terminals is shown in Fig. 7 . For sufficiently low 2 = $2 1 + $ 2 2 = Z 2 III + Z 2 2 1 2
frequencies the capacitors and inductors can be considered constant; while the resistors increase with w2. For a structure element with M terminals the relationship A power series expansion of the right side of(20) in terms between the terminal potentials and the impressed currents is of jw yields formulated by an M X M intrinsic-impedance matrix:
where where C is independent of j, k (in the low frequency limit the charge distribution on a given structure element is independent 
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refenig to the number of the element and the subscript re-Furthermore, from the boundary conditions (21), using the ferring to the number of the terminal on the element. If there relations (7) and Gauss's theorem, follows
were no field coupling between the elements, the current dis-r i i ( tributions on all the elements would be the dominant distiWit ( (24) an (25 o obtin bc at but on associated with the impressed currents. are 1awlin sinc impednces6
The field of dominant current distribution is nonfor every n including i. 
element n. In calculating 61it and Sqki" the structure elements are assumed open-circuited at their terminals. Hence which has to be added to the diagonal terms of the intrinsicthe total flux of the scatter currents through the rim of the impedance matrix Zk ,k', using the notation of this section. contact areas is zero. Scatter currents do not contribute to the Generalization of (26) to obtain the scatter field contributions junction currents.
to the off-diagonal terms is straightforward and yields The total field generated by where the second equation holds for every n including i. The
The letter F indicates field coupling the first pair of indices potentials 6A' i and 6k' characterize the scatter field which (i k ) refers to the terminal at which 0 is determined, and the would be excited by I 1.
second pair to the terminal of the impressed current which As before, we apply relations (7) and Gauss's theorem, and products this potential.
obtain from (28) As shown in Appendix Ill antenna, which represents the relationship between the total As shown in Appendix III terminal potentials M MI coupling by the junction currents prevails over field coupling, and field coupling by the non-Maxwellian fields (radiated by the dominant current distribution) dominates over that by N MI the Maxwellian fields (generated by the scatter currents). In
principle field coupling effects by the scatter currents can be rIobtained with an iterative procedure, which is not discussed here.
IV. COMPLETE IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF THE
If coupling by the Maxwellian scatter fields is neglected, DIAKOPTED ANTENNA the formula for the elements of the complete-impedance
The intrinsic-impedance matrices of the individual struc-matrix for the diakopted system reduces to ture elements can be combined into a diagonal block imped- [C) t represents the transpose of [C]. Note that V" denotes potential differences, i.e., voltages.
V. INTERCONNECTION OF THE STRUCTURE ELEMENTS
From (42), (43), and (44) the impedance of the actual AND INTERCONNECTION MATRIX interconnected structure can be written as
The requirement for the diakopted structure with im-
IZV=IC)AzI C).
(45)
I pressed currents to be identical in performance with the assembled antenna are as follows.
The following example shows how ICJ and [Z]' are obtained.
a) The sum of the impressed currents is zero at every junc-V EXAMPLE tion between the structure elements. This requirement assures that the Kirchoff condition of current continuity As an example we apply the diakoptic theory to an ordiis satisfied and that the field of the assembled antenna nary thin-wire dipole antenna and compare the results with the is Maxwellian. data available in the literature. To obtain a multielement b) The scalar potentials at interconnected terminals are structure we cut each wire in half, as shown in Fig. 8, and con- equal. sider each half as a structure element. The diakopted dipole is c) The potential difference between the input terminals is thus modeled by two structure elements with one terminal and equated with the driving voltage of the antenna, two structure elements with two terminals, so that the total It should be emphasized that the continuity of current at number of terminals is six. The complete impedance matrix junction needs to be imposed only on the impressed cur-of the diakopted structure [Z] is therefore a 6 X 6 matrix. rents which are in turn e ly o the dominant current However there are only eight different impedances because the rentsu whichur areent inv turn theme flxe of thadmiankcrrn distributions through the contact areas. The scatter currents four structure elements have been assumed to be alike. do not contribute to the terminal currents since they are Using the enumerations of The darkened portion of the impedance matrix Z is the ample are the same for all the elements, can be approxcurrent-coupling matrix Z(C).
imated by linear current distributions (uniform charge The interconnection conditions require distribution). As demonstrated by the example given in the paper, even rather crude approximations to the dominant current distriwhile a further increase in N would tend to reduce accuracy.
butions can yield gooc results.
As one should expect the optimum N increases with 1, i.e.,
APPENDIX I
as the antenna becomes more slender. The length of the wire sections can be substantlly increased if their dominant cur-Proof for the Stationary Formulation of the Impedances rent distributions are approximated by sinusoidal rather than 1) To prove that linear functions. 
~~' is obtained from (Al 12),
This means AZ is of the second order.
2) In the case of a mutual-intrinsic impedance 
both the dominant current distributions s' and 1 may have errors Ak and Al . Thus and is of second order. This relation can also be derived from (34), but only in a rather cumbersome manner.
